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AGM Batteries vs. GEL Batteries

This training item will discuss AGM batteries versus GELL batteries.  When Mary and I 
use our mobile radios in our cars, which we use more often than our hand-helds, we 
use AGM batteries to power the radios. We carry them around in small tool bags, they 
are about 1/3 the size of a car battery, weigh 26 pounds and have 35 Amp-hours for 
current. Battery options for our mobile and base station rigs include two types of 
sealed batteries: these are the AGM battery and the GELL battery.

AGM stands for “absorbed glass mat”. These batteries are designed to hold the 
electrolyte in very fine fiberglass mats so that if the battery is broken the acid does not 
leak out. AGM technology was developed in 1985 for military aircraft to reduce weight, 
increase power handling and improve reliability. 

GEL batteries are filled with silica type gels that suspend the electrolyte allowing flow 
between mats. These batteries will also not leak if the battery is broken. 

Both AGM Batteries and Gel Cell Batteries have similar traits; such as being non 
spillable, are deep cycle, may be mounted in any position, are safe for use in limited 
ventilation areas,  may be transported via air or ground safely without special handling, 
and have low self-discharge rates (though some AGM batteries have faster self-
discharge rates), .

AGM batteries have become more popular that GEL batteries. 

AMG batteries offer a higher burst of amps or currents on demand. Since the AGM 
material has an extremely low electrical resistance, this type of battery delivers a 
higher power and efficiency than GELL cells. On the other hand, GEL batteries do 
better with slow discharge rates and slightly higher ambient operating temperatures. 

Life expectancy, which is the number of cycle lifes, is excellent for AGM batteries as 
long as they are not discharges past 50-60% between recharges. 

GEL batteries are usually more expensive and do not offer the same power capacity at 
the same physical size as AGM - for example, for the same battery size, an AGM 
battery at 35AH is comparable to a GEL battery at 32AH. 

One disadvantage to the GEL battery is the charge profile. GEL cells must be 
recharged properly or the battery may prematurely fail. The charger must be designed 
or be adjustable for GEL cells since they use lower charging voltages. 

One primary disadvantage of AGM is if you deeply discharge the battery to below 
50%, the AGM would be damaged more than the Gel cell. Both will have their lifespan 
negatively effected by the event, but the severity of the effect will be less for the Gel. 

Here are some helpful voltage ranges to remember: 100% charged is 13.2V-12.8V.  
75% is12.4 V. 50% is 12.2 V.  25% is 12.0 V.  Anything lower than 12 volts is extremely 
discharged and should be re-charged as soon as possible. You can use a multi-meter 
to measure the voltage.


